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Inspired by nature,
designed with nature

Krill Design
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About
Krill Design

Krill Design is an Italian design studio specialized in the development 
of new design products within a 100% circular and sustainable 
process.
We are a multidisciplinary team: the combination of different 
personalities and professional skills stimulates our work to satisfy the 
desire for experimentation. 
We create value through Circular Economy projects.

Rekrill® Orange

Orange peels Powder Pellet

Rekrill® Lemon

Rekrill® Lime

Rekrill® Citrus seeds

Rekrill® Coffee

“From food waste to valuable biomaterial  with the 
know-how of Krill Design”
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Index
Ribera Collection

Napoli Collection

I AM Collection

Accessories

Amalfi Collection

Ohmie  p.10
Weight: 350 g
Dimensions: 12,0 x 16,0 x 23,0 cm
Retail price: 145,00€ vat included

Miscela  p.38
Weight: 65 g
Dimensions: 17,0 x 18,0 x 7,0 cm
Retail price: 45,00€ vat included

Oasi  p.24
Weight: 245 g
Dimensions: Ø 27,0  x h 4,0 cm
Retail price: 125,00€ vat included

Hidee  p.14
Weight: 105 g
Dimensions:  20,0 x Ø 9,0 cm
Retail price: 65,00€ vat included

Aroma  p.40
Weight: 99 g
Dimensions: 20,0 x 20,0 x 6,2 cm
Retail price: 60,00€ vat included

Metho  p.18
Weight: 120 g
Dimensions:  7,0 x 19,0 x 14,0 cm
Retail price: 79,00€ vat included

Duna  p.32
Weight: 165 g
Dimensions: 12 x 16 x 23cm
Retail price: 79,00€ vat included

Salomé  p.60
Weight: 30 g
Dimensions: 9,7 x 6,8 x 5,4 cm
Retail price: 15,00€ vat included

Ike  p.66
Weight: 45 g
Dimensions: 16 x 7,1 x 7,8 cm
Retail price: 29,00€ vat included

Diji  p.62
Weight: 25 g
Dimensions: 7,5 x 4 x 4,8 cm
Retail price: 15,00€ vat included

Issa  p.64
Weight: 50 g
Dimensions: 25 x 1,8 x 3,3 cm
Retail price: 29,00€ vat included

Falesia p.28
Weight: 1000 g
Dimensions: 28,5 x 22,5 x 29,0 cm
Retail price: 199,00€ vat included

The Bookends p.44
Weight: 150 g
Dimensions: 11,5 x 7,9 x 12,5cm
Retail price: 49,00€ vat included

Photo holder  p.54
Weight: 30 g
Dimensions: 12 x 5,5 x 6,7cm
Retail price: 13,50€ vat included

Natalina  p.54
Weight: 20 g
Dimensions: 10 x 10 x 11 cm
Retail price: 10,00€ vat included

The Clock  p.46
Weight: 140 g
Dimensions: 20 x 7,2 x 13 cm
Retail price: 95,00€ vat included

Citrus buttons  p.56
Weight: 25 g
Dimensions: 4,3 x 4,3 x 6 cm
Retail price: 12,50€ vat included

Fiocco  p.56
Weight: 10 g
Dimensions: 6 x 5 x 2,5 cm
Retail price (set of 4): 22,00€ vat 
included

The Stool  p.48
Weight: 2,250 kg
Dimensions: 32 x 32 x 43,5 cm
Retail price: 290,00€ vat included

Paz  p.58
Weight: 15 g
Dimensions: 8,8 x 8,8 x 6 cm
Retail price: 13,00€ vat included

Scintilla  p.58
Weight: 20 g
Dimensions: 11,5 x 10 x 5,5 cm
Retail price (set of 2): 38,00€ vat 
included
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Ribera 
The Orange Collection
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3 orange peels 
are recycled to 
produce Ohmie

91% CO2 saved 
by choosing Ohmie instead 

of a plastic lamp

CO2

Hidee, Ribera Collection

Ohmie, Ribera Collection

Ohmie
the orange lamp

Ohmie tackles the problematic waste of bio-resources, transforming 
food waste into a unique creation. It is what can change “Design” as 
we know it, it is the lamp that allows you a revolutionary act: with 
Ohmie you decide what the future will be. Directly from the fields of 
Sicily to Milan, it is the first lamp in the world totally composed of 
orange peels.

Vegan Certifed 
from the European 
Vegetarian Union

Suggested retail price: 145,00€ VAT INCLUDED

Reseller price: 58,00€

Collection: Ribera

SKU: 8052282110474

Dimensions: 12,2 x 16,00 x 23,0 cm

Weight: 150 g

Colour variants:

citrus seeds orange lemon lime
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Ohmie, Ribera Collection

Ohmie, Ribera Collection
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Hidee, Ribera Collection

HIDEE
the open vase

The vision is distorted, our vase made from orange peels and 3D print-
ed plays on a surprise effect: the stems vanish into the void of a concave 
shape. Closure is not an option for us, we are in favor of open-minded 
spirits! Decorative vase designed for dried flowers only.

Suggested retail price: 65,00€ VAT INCLUDED

Reseller price: 26,00€ 

Collection: Ribera

SKU: 8052282110542

Dimensions:  Ø 9 x 20 cm

Weight: 105 g

Colour variants:

orangecitrus seeds lemon lime

2 orange peels 
are recycled to 
produce Hidee

Vegan Certifed 
from the European 
Vegetarian Union

93% CO2 saved 
by choosing Hidee instead 

of a plastic vase

CO2
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Hidee, Ribera Collection

Hidee, Ribera Collection
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Metho, Ribera Collection

Metho
the totemic organizer

Tree pieces one soul: that’s the desk organizer from orange peels and 
3d printed. The mysterious totem shaped in three different containers 
hides your mess, frees your desk, and restores a visual order.  
Magic, after all, is always where you don’t see it.

Suggested retail price: 79,00€ VAT INCLUDED

Reseller price: 31,60€ 

Collection: Ribera

SKU: 8052282110535

Dimensions: 19 x 7 x 14 cm 

Weight: 120 g

Colour variants:

citrus seeds orange

2-3 orange peels 
are recycled to 
produce Metho

Vegan Certifed 
from the European 
Vegetarian Union

96% CO2 saved 
by choosing Metho insted 

of a plastic organizer

CO2

limelemon
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Metho, Ribera Collection Metho, Ribera Collection
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Amalfi
The Lemon Collection
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Oasi, Amalfi Collection

Oasi
the helix wall clock

Oasi is the first wall clock designed by Krill Design, characterized by a 
helical shape; its coils give a contemporary design.
Oasi is designed to remind us of the need for an ecological transition 
necessary today for the good of us and our planet. It is made from 
recycled peels of Mediterranean lemons and is a 100% Made in Italy 
product with a short supply chain, designed to last over time and to 
enjoy every moment.

Suggested retail price: 125,00€ VAT INCLUDED

Reseller price: 50,00€ 

Collection: Amalfi

SKU: 8052282110597

Dimensions:  Ø 27 x 4 cm

Weight: 245g

Colour variants:

orangecitrus seeds lemon lime

7 lemon peels 
are recycled to 
produce Oasi

Vegan Certifed 
from the European 
Vegetarian Union

93% CO2 saved 
by choosing Oasi insted of 

a plastic clock

CO2
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Oasi, Amalfi Collection
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Falesia, Amalfi Collection

Falesia
a rocky magazine holder

Falesia is the Krill Design magazine rack inspired by rocky peaks. 
Layer by layer, the magazine rack has a sinuous architecture and a 
beautiful texture that allows magazines to be accommodated in their 
gentle curves. Perfect for the living area and versatile in any home or 
business environment, Falesia is an eco-design object that cannot be 
missed by those who care about the environment 
in addition to aesthetics.

Suggested retail price: 199,00€ VAT INCLUDED

Reseller price: 79,60€ 

Collection: Amalfi

SKU: 8052282110573

Dimensions:  28,5 x 22,5 x h 29 cm

Weight: 1 kg

Colour variants:

citrus seeds orange lemon lime

24 lemon peels 
are recycled to 

produce Falesia

Vegan Certifed 
from the European 
Vegetarian Union

90% CO2 saved 
by choosing Falesia insted of 

a plastic magazine holder

CO2
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Falesia, Ribera Collection Falesia, Ribera Collection
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Duna
An impressive fruit-bowl

Much more than a simple fruit basket, DUNA is an idea that evolves into 
a concave and convex body with mellow and manageable anatomy. 
A 3D printed product created to accommodate any fruit, giving the 
table a precise and never intrusive identity. The lemon peels of the 
Mediterranean provide life to a 100% Made in Italy decorative object, 
which, thanks to its biodegradable origin, blends a sustainable soul 
with a contemporary design.

Suggested retail price: 79,00€ VAT INCLUDED

Reseller price: 31,60€ 

Collection: Amalfi

SKU: 8052282110580

Dimensions:  25 x 18 x h7 cm

Weight: 165 g

Colour variants:

citrus seeds orange lemon lime

4-5 lemon peels 
are recycled to 
produce Duna

Vegan Certifed 
from the European 
Vegetarian Union

93% CO2 saved 
by choosing Duna insted of 

a plastic fruit-bowl

CO2

Duna, Amalfi Collection
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Duna, Amalfi CollectionDuna, Amalfi Collection
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Napoli
The Coffee Collection
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Miscela, Napoli Collection

Miscela
the double pocket emptier

Miscela is a pocket emptier to collect your tiny little things in one place. 
It is 3D printed and made with recycled coffee grounds. 100% organic 
and sustainable, Miscela is designed to warmly welcome you home. 
For family, lovers, or yourself. It can contain all your treasures.

Suggested retail price: 45,00€ VAT INCLUDED

Reseller price: 18,00€ 

Collection: Napoli

SKU: 8052282110610

Dimensions:  17 x 18 x h7 cm

Weight: 65 g

Colour variants:

coffee citrus seeds orange lemon lime

4 coffee grounds
are recycled to 

produce Miscela

Vegan Certifed 
from the European 
Vegetarian Union

95% CO2 saved 
by choosing MIscela insted 
of a plastic pocket emptier

CO2
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Aroma, Napoli Collection

Aroma
the sculptural incense holder

Aroma is a sculptural incense holder 3D printed, made from recycled 
coffee grounds. It is designed to enjoy relaxing moments and embrace 
the inner energy of everyone. 100% organic and sustainable will help 
to stay in harmony with the self and the planet.

Suggested retail price: 60,00€ VAT INCLUDED

Reseller price: 24,00€ 

Collection: Napoli

SKU: 8052282110603

Dimensions:  20 x 20 x 6,2 cm

Weight: 99 g

Colour variants:

coffee citrus seeds orange lemon lime

6 coffee grounds 
are recycled to 
produce Aroma

Vegan Certifed 
from the European 
Vegetarian Union

92% CO2 saved 
by choosing Aroma insted 
of a plastic incense holder

CO2
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I AM
Collection
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The Bookends x2
I AM COLLECTION

The I AM bookends are a masterpiece of ecological design created to 
bring a touch of nature into your bookcase.
Its simple yet distinctive lines encapsulate a contemporary and 
unique aesthetic.
Made from the material Rekrill®, obtained from citrus peels, it is a 
tribute to ecological rebirth.
The inscription I AM is the synthesis of a story that speaks of 
transformation where recycled materials take on new life through 
eco-design.
Support your volumes and nature in your living room with the new 
pair of bookends by Krill Design.

Suggested retail price: 49,00€ VAT INCLUDED

Reseller price: 24,50€ (2 pieces)

Collection: I AM

SKU Orange: 8052282110788 

SKU Lemon: 8052282110795

Dimensions:  11,5 x 7,9 x 12,5 cm

Weight: 150 g (2 pieces)

Colour variants:

3 orange peels 
are recycled to 

produce 2 Bookends I AM

Vegan Certifed 
from the European 
Vegetarian Union

91% CO2 saved 
by choosing Bookends I AM 
instead of plastic bookends

CO2

orange lemon citrus mix
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The Clock
I AM COLLECTION

The Desk Clock I AM combines form and function in a unique ecological 
synthesis.
Its contemporary and at the same time classic silhouette recalls 
nature through the characteristic inscription “I am an Orange” / “I am 
a Lemon”.
Made from the recovery of orange and lemon peels from the heart of 
the Mediterranean, it is a 100% Made in Italy product, supported by a 
short supply chain.
Now your time is sustainable too.

Suggested retail price: 95,00€ VAT INCLUDED

Reseller price: 47,50€ 

Collection: I AM

SKU Orange: 8052282110801

SKU Lemon: 8052282110818

Dimensions:  20 x 7,2 x 13 cm

Weight: 140 g

Colour Variants:

3 orange peels 
are recycled to 

produce The Clock I AM

Vegan Certifed 
from the European 
Vegetarian Union

91% CO2 saved 
by choosing The Clock I AM 

instead of a plastic clock

CO2

orange lemon
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The Stool
I AM COLLECTION

Discover the innovative design of Krill Design’s striking new stool from 
the I AM collection
The citrus peel as you’ve never thought of it: made of recycled 
materials from oranges and lemons, I AM a Stool is the synthesis of 
functionality and sustainability.
Redefine your space with the new 100% eco design seat.

Suggested retail price: 290,00€ VAT INCLUDED

Reseller price: 145,00€ 

Collection: I AM

SKU Orange: 8052282110825

SKU Lemon: 8052282110832

Dimensions:  32 x 32 x 43,5 cm

Weight: 2,250 kg

Colour Variants:

45 orange peels 
are recycled to 

produce The Stool I AM

Vegan Certifed 
from the European 
Vegetarian Union

95% CO2 saved 
by choosing Stool I AM 

instead of a plastic stool

CO2

orange lemon
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The Stool, I AM AN ORANGE CollectionThe Stool, I AM A LEMON Collection
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Accessories
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A classic Christmas ornament revisited in a modern key. This 
extraordinary ornament embodies the very essence of the festive 
season, marrying Christmas cheer with a tangible commitment to 
sustainability.
Natalina’s distinctive design is a tribute to the art of simplicity and 
timeless elegance. Two two-dimensional circles merge in perfect 
perpendicular harmony, creating a light and refined structure. The 
net motif, composed of enchanting waves intertwining in a ballet of 
elegance, adds a touch of visual magic by projecting fascinating plays 
of light.
Natalina is an invitation to celebrate Christmas with an eye to the 
future, with the pride of owning an Earth-friendly piece of Christmas 
furniture.

Suggested retail price: 10,00€ VAT INCLUDED

Reseller price: 6,00€ 

Collection: Christmas 2023

SKU: 8052282110856

Dimensions:  10 x 10 x 11 cm

Weight: 20 g

Colour variants:

Natalina

orange lemon lime

1/2 orange peels 
are recycled to 

produce Natalina

Vegan Certifed 
from the European 
Vegetarian Union

94% CO2 saved 
by choosing Natalina 

instead of a plastic ones

CO2
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Made from our exclusive Rekrill® material, Fiocco is the result of 
a genuine commitment to the environment. Its 100% natural, 
sustainable and biodegradable composition, derived from precious 
citrus peel, gives each detail a unique grace and awareness.
Fiocco comes in three fascinating colors, each inspired by the vibrant 
tones of the citrus fruits of its origin: orange, lemon and lime. The 
triangular structure, enhanced by three distinct wave patterns, is 
a celebration of elegance and simplicity. The variety of colors and 
shapes adds a touch of freshness and vibrancy to any table, turning 
dinnertime into a unique visual and sensory experience.

Suggested retail price (set of 4): 22,00€ VAT INCLUDED

Reseller price: 10,00€ 

Collection: Christmas 2023

SKU: 8052282110894

Dimensions:  6 x 5 x 2,5 cm

Weight: 40 g

Colour variants:

Fiocco

orange lemon lime

1 orange peels 
are recycled to 

produce Fiocco x4

Vegan Certifed 
from the European 
Vegetarian Union

92% CO2 saved 
by choosing Fiocco x4 

instead of a plastic ones

CO2
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Made of Rekrill®, our innovative and environmentally friendly material 
made from citrus peel, “Scintilla” is an emblem of a Christmas that 
respects the earth and celebrates its beauty.
Each “Scintilla” is a hymn to the colors of nature: the intense orange of 
oranges, the sunny yellow of lemons, and the vibrant green of limes, 
shades that evoke the joy and vitality of Mediterranean citrus. 
The elegant and contemporary design of “Scintilla” is inspired by the 
simplicity and purity of nature’s forms. The mesh pattern, available 
in three variations, creates different plays of light and shadow that 
frame the candle flame, making every corner of the house a warm 
winter retreat.

Suggested retail price (set of 2): 38,00€ VAT INCLUDED

Reseller price: 16,00€ 

Collection: Christmas 2023

SKU: 8052282110887

Dimensions:  11,5 x 10 x 5,5 cm

Weight: 20 g

Colour variants:

Scintilla

orange lemon lime

1/2 orange peels 
are recycled to 

produce Scintilla x2

Vegan Certifed 
from the European 
Vegetarian Union

92% CO2 saved 
by choosing Scintilla x2 
instead of a plastic ones

CO2
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Photo holder, Accessories

Introducing our latest eco-friendly and stylish photo holder, this 
unique photo holder is shaped like a slice of orange and features the 
phrase “ORANGE IS THE NEW GREEN” as a reminder of your active 
participation in the ecological transition. Not only does this product 
add a touch of personality to the workspace or home decor, but it 
also promotes sustainability and contributes to reducing waste. The 
3D printing technology ensures a durable and sturdy design, while 
the recycled material provides a natural texture and feel. This photo 
holder is designed to display your favorite memories or important 
documents, all while making a positive impact on the environment. 
Choosing our orange peel photo holder contributes 
towards a greener future.

Suggested retail price: 13,50€ VAT INCLUDED

Reseller price: 5,40€ 

Collection: Accessories

SKU: 8052282110665

Dimensions:  20 x 20 x 6,2 cm

Weight: 99 g

Photo holder

1 orange peels 
is recycled to 

produce Photo holder

Vegan Certifed 
from the European 
Vegetarian Union

92% CO2 saved 
by choosing Photo Holder 

insted of a plastic one

CO2
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Citrus Buttons, Accessories

Our unique and eco-friendly glass box contains a collection of buttons 
in different sizes made from recycled citrus peel material. This one-
of-a-kind set also includes a brooch in the shape of a slice of orange, 
crafted from recycled orange peel material. Each piece is carefully 
designed and handcrafted to perfection, ensuring premium quality 
and a stylish finish. By choosing this product, you become a part of 
a circular economy revolution as you contribute to reducing waste 
and promoting sustainable practices. The glass box provides a safe 
and secure storage solution for your buttons, and the brooch adds a 
touch of charm and personality to any outfit. Don’t miss out on this 
opportunity to become a testimonial of a sustainable lifestyle and 
add a unique and stylish accessory to your collection.

Suggested retail price: 12,50€ VAT INCLUDED

Reseller price: 5,00€ 

Collection: Accessories

SKU: 8052282110658

Dimensions:  4,3 x 4,3 x 6 cm

Weight: 25 g

Citrus buttons

1/2 citrus peels 
are recycled to 

produce Citrus Buttons

Vegan Certifed 
from the European 
Vegetarian Union

87% CO2 saved 
by choosing Citrus Buttons 

insted of a plastic ones

CO2
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Citrus buttons, Accessories

Citrus buttons, AccessoriesCitrus buttons, Accessories
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Paz, Accessories

Paz
coaster

Paz is an eco-friendly coaster crafted from recycled coffee grounds 
material and 3D printed with an inspired indigenous design. The 
ancient and intricate design brings the flavor of history to your 
tabletop while promoting sustainability and reducing waste. The 
recycled material gives Paz a unique texture and feel, while the 3D 
printing technology ensures durability and stability. This coaster is 
perfect for protecting surfaces from spills and stains while adding 
a touch of personality and style to the decor. With Paz, you make a 
positive impact on the environment while enjoying the beauty of an 
ancient design. 
Paz is also available in Citrus variants.

Suggested retail price: 13,00€ VAT INCLUDED

Reseller price: 5,20€ 

Collection: Accessories

SKU: 8052282110351

Dimensions:  8,8 x 8,8 x 6 cm

Weight: 15 g

Colour variants:

coffee orangecitrus seeds lemon lime

1 coffee ground 
is recycled to 
produce Paz

Vegan Certifed 
from the European 
Vegetarian Union

84% CO2 saved 
by choosing Paz  insted of a 

plastic coaster

CO2
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Salomé, Accessories

Salomè
sugar bowl

Salomè is the unique sugar sachet holder made from recycled coffee 
grounds. Inspired by the vibrant art style of Colombia, this eye-
catching accessory will add a touch of elegance and charm to any 
coffee setup.Crafted with attention to detail, Salomè’s curves and 
contours perfectly capture the essence of Colombian art, making 
it a must-have for coffee enthusiasts who appreciate beauty and 
functionality. This sugar sachet holder is not only visually appealing 
but also practical, making it the perfect companion for serving coffee 
with sugar sachets. Keep your coffee station organized and stylish 
with Salomè, the perfect addition to any home or office.

Suggested retail price: 15,00€ VAT INCLUDED

Reseller price: 6,00€ 

Collection: Accessories

SKU: 8052282110368

Dimensions:  9,8 x 6,8 x 5,4 cm

Weight: 30 g

Colour variants:

coffee citrus seeds orange lemon lime

2 coffee grounds 
are recycled to 

produce Salomè

Vegan Certifed 
from the European 
Vegetarian Union

91% CO2 saved 
by choosing Salomè insted 

of a plastic sugar bowl

CO2
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Diji, Accessories

Diji
phone stand

Suggested retail price: 15,00€ VAT INCLUDED

Reseller price: 6,00€ 

Collection: Accessories

SKU: 8052282110412

Dimensions:  7,5 x 4,0 x 4,8 cm

Weight: 25 g

Colour variants:

Diji phone holder not only enhances your workspace but also helps 
reduce waste and promote sustainability. The unique material 
provides a natural texture and feels, while the 3D printed design 
ensures durability and stability for your smartphone. Its compact 
size makes it easy to transport and store. With Diji phone holder you 
can make a positive impact on the environment while enjoying the 
benefits of a stylish and functional accessory.. Diji is also available in 
variants made of citrus peels.

coffee orangecitrus seeds lemon lime

1-2 coffee grounds 
are recycled to 

produce Diji

Vegan Certifed 
from the European 
Vegetarian Union

87% CO2 saved 
by choosing Diji insted of a 

plastic stand

CO2
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Issa, Accessories

Issa
PC stand

Issa PC stand not only enhances your workspace but also helps reduce 
waste and promote sustainability. The unique material provides 
a natural texture and feels, while the 3D printed design ensures 
durability and stability for your PC or laptop. Its minimalist design 
blends with any decor, and its compact size makes it easy to transport 
and store. With Issa PC stands you can make a positive impact on the 
environment while enjoying the benefits of a stylish and functional 
accessory for your workspace. Issa is also available in variants made 
of citrus peels.

Suggested retail price: 29,00€ VAT INCLUDED

Reseller price: 11,60€ 

Collection: Accessories

SKU: 8052282110429

Dimensions:  25 x 1,8 x 3,3 cm (x2 pieces)

Weight: 50 g

Colour variants:

coffee citrus seeds orange lemon lime

2-3 cofee grounds
are recycled to 

produce Issa

Vegan Certifed 
from the European 
Vegetarian Union

97% CO2 saved 
by choosing Issa insted of a 

plastic PC stand

CO2
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Ike, Accessories

Ike
pen holder 

Ike is a stylish and eco-friendly pen holder made from recycled 
coffee grounds material and 3D printed with an organic shape. Ike is 
not an ordinary pen holder; it adds personality and texture to your 
workspace while promoting sustainability and reducing waste. The 
recycled material gives Ike a unique and natural feel, while the 3D 
printing technology ensures durability and stability. Ike is perfect for 
holding your pens, pencils, and other small office essentials, and its 
compact size makes it easy to store. Choose Ike as your new go-to pen 
holder and positively impact the environment without compromising 
on style or quality. Ike is also available in Citrus variants.

Suggested retail price: 29,00€ VAT INCLUDED

Reseller price: 11,60€ 

Collection: Accessories

SKU: 8052282110436

Dimensions:  16,0 x 7,1 x 7,8 cm

Weight: 45 g

Colour variants:

coffee citrus seeds orange lemon lime

2-3 coffee grounds 
are recycled to 

produce Ike

Vegan Certifed 
from the European 
Vegetarian Union

89% CO2 saved 
by choosing Ike insted of a 

plastic pen holder

CO2
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Krill Design Milano
www.krilldesign.net
info@krilldesign.net

Studio address
Via Marco d’Agrate 41

20139 Milan IT


